6. Conclusions

There is a general preference for deletion. Cumulative complexity makes deletion relatively more probable, but only when the sources of complexity are local to one another. Non-local scenario: Non-local doubly-marked lags are not observed. Results of mixed logistic regression model with child, interaction of child and age, and cluster repair as dependent variable:

| Estimate | Std. Error | z value | Pr(>|z|) |
|----------|------------|---------|----------|
| contains.x | 1.460714 | 0.629303 | 2.321 | 0.02028 * |
| age | -0.003468 | 0.002658 | -1.305 | 0.19204 |

The results of this study support the predictions of the HG model:

- Prediction 1: Local cumulative complexity affects accuracy; Non-local scenario: No such effects are seen when sources of complexity are not local.
- Prediction 2: Elements in more marked forms are rendered less accurately than elements in less marked forms. Elements in less marked forms have a different pattern of repairs than elements in more marked forms. Deletion is therefore preferred to other combinations of repairs (e.g., epenthesis + feature violation).

5. Results: Repair effects in cases of local complexity

- E.g., onset cluster accuracy given different levels of target and actual coda complexity, such as 
  /s/ vs. /kl/ onset clusters, which are of roughly equal input frequency (van de Weijer 1994),/ vs. /kl/ onset clusters...
  ...based on all target onset clusters...

4. Results: Lower accuracy in cases of local complexity

- In models containing both factors in either the fixed or random factors in either the fixed or random factors, such as
  \( \text{Estimate: Lower accuracy in cases of local complexity} \)
  \[ \text{Estimate: Lower accuracy in cases of local complexity} \]

3. The data

I tested these predictions using data from the 12 Dutch-acquiring children in the CLPF database (Fikkert 1994, Levelt 1994) in CHILDES (MacWhinney 2000).
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